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Since the Mythic Age, the noble houses have been hailed as the leaders of the fae. Though most

know only a little of these houses, few truly understand them. Finally, Baron Edgewick, scribe to

High King David, has assembled a discourse on the five most powerful houses of the Seelie Court.

These pages are a complete dissertation and serve both as a primer for those fae new to a house,

as well as offering an insider's look at the inner workings of noble houses. This book offers an inside

look at the five most prominent houses of the Seelie Court: Dougal, Eiluned, Fiona, Gwydion and

Liam. Within you will find the complete histories and cultures of each house as well as its views on

the other houses and the commoner kith.
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Since the Mythic Age, the noble houses have been hailed as the leaders of the fae. Though most

know only a little of these houses, few truly understand them. Finally, Baron Edgewick, scribe to

High King David, has assembled a discourse on the five most powerful houses of the Seelie Court.

These pages are a complete dissertation and serve both as a primer for those fae new to a house,

as well as offering an insiderÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s look at the inner workings of noble houses. This

book offers an inside look at the five most prominent houses of the Seelie Court: Dougal, Eiluned,

Fiona, Gwydion and Liam. Within you will find the complete histories and cultures of each house as

well as its views on the other houses and the commoner kith.

it would be this one.The chapter on House Dougal was the most interesting to me, as it expounded



the most extra information while still holding my undivided attention. It should be essential reading

for anyone playing a Dougal sidhe.The chapter on Eiluned wasn't as grand as the one on Dougal,

but it was very in-depth, yet didn't betray the feel of the house itself. That's Eilunded for you

though... incredibly complex, but not open about their pride of it. Yet again, this should be required

reading for any Eiluned noble having trouble with the concept.The following chapter on Fiona turns it

back up a notch or two. It explains things in rather striking detail if I do say so myself. The Fiona

aren't exactly "deep", so this didn't tell you what you particularly didn't know, but it MOST

ASSUREDLY confirmed your suspicions. Good reading for those interested in (or even opposed to)

the house.The Gwydion chapter that came next was a bit of a disappointment for me. I felt that it

lacked the "polished shine" of the first three chapters. It felt as stodgy as the Gwydion themselves...

but I do believe that to be the intention.Last, the chapter on House Liam was handy, but definitely

the least polished of them all. It's sad that, in the fifth and final chapter, they decided to drop the ball.

It feels rushed, and not in any intentional sense that would reveal something about the house. It's no

surprise that typos in spelling and grammar abound in this chapter. It's also missing some of the

best sections found in the other chapters. Overall, it is the worst chapter, but still worthy of the

read.My only heart-felt disappointment was the lack of Merits/Flaws for all houses (Gwydion is the

only one that I remember seeing them for, but they weren't my main focus admittedly). Other than

that, this is a solid read that I would recommend to any Changeling storyteller. This book PROOVES

that the nobility aren't all alike!

Always has my family been able to associate with the Sylves and now I own tis book. It is useful

information for any storyteller, or any player who wants to know how the local Noble thinks. This

book has made a world of differance in my Chronicle.
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